Minimal ensemble based on subset selection using ECG to diagnose categories of CAN.
Early diagnosis of cardiac autonomic neuropathy (CAN) is critical for reversing or decreasing its progression and prevent complications. Diagnostic accuracy or precision is one of the core requirements of CAN detection. As the standard Ewing battery tests suffer from a number of shortcomings, research in automating and improving the early detection of CAN has recently received serious attention in identifying additional clinical variables and designing advanced ensembles of classifiers to improve the accuracy or precision of CAN diagnostics. Although large ensembles are commonly proposed for the automated diagnosis of CAN, large ensembles are characterized by slow processing speed and computational complexity. This paper applies ECG features and proposes a new ensemble-based approach for diagnosis of CAN progression. We introduce a Minimal Ensemble Based On Subset Selection (MEBOSS) for the diagnosis of all categories of CAN including early, definite and atypical CAN. MEBOSS is based on a novel multi-tier architecture applying classifier subset selection as well as the training subset selection during several steps of its operation. Our experiments determined the diagnostic accuracy or precision obtained in 5 × 2 cross-validation for various options employed in MEBOSS and other classification systems. The experiments demonstrate the operation of the MEBOSS procedure invoking the most effective classifiers available in the open source software environment SageMath. The results of our experiments show that for the large DiabHealth database of CAN related parameters MEBOSS outperformed other classification systems available in SageMath and achieved 94% to 97% precision in 5 × 2 cross-validation correctly distinguishing any two CAN categories to a maximum of five categorizations including control, early, definite, severe and atypical CAN. These results show that MEBOSS architecture is effective and can be recommended for practical implementations in systems for the diagnosis of CAN progression.